WASHINGTON REVISITS BRIDESHEAD - OVER ELEVEN LUNCHES

The award-winning Granada Television drama serial BRIDESHEAD REVISITED is to be shown in Washington as part of the finale of the National Gallery of Art exhibition Treasure Houses of Britain.

The serial will be screened daily in the East Building of the National Gallery of Art over eleven lunch periods, beginning on April 1, 1986. This presents an opportunity for people both to see BRIDESHEAD REVISITED on the big screen and to catch the episodes which they missed.

A large part of BRIDESHEAD REVISITED was filmed at Castle Howard in Yorkshire, one of the finest Vanbrugh houses in England and widely believed to be Evelyn Waugh's model for Brideshead Castle. Many treasures from Castle Howard are on display at the Treasure Houses exhibition.

The BRIDESHEAD phenomenon took U.K. and U.S. viewers by storm. It was hailed as one of the greatest works of drama ever produced for television anywhere and has become a classic or "treasure" in its own right. Granada is delighted to make it available in association with this outstanding exhibition.

For more information please call: Jane Bernstein on (212) 869 8480